Summary. A proof rule for the procedure call is derived for procedures with value, result and value-result parameters. It is extended to procedures with unrestricted global variables and to recursive procedures. Like D. Gries's proof rule, it is based on the substitution rule for assignment. However, it is more general and much simpler to apply. Assume that {U} S {V} has been proved about the procedure body S. The proof rule for determining whether a call establishes predicate E is based on finding an "adaptation" A satisfying A A V~E', where E' is derived from E by some substitution of parameters.
Introduction
In programming, the procedure mechanism fulfills two roles: it allows recursion and it provides a general abstraction mechanism. The procedure as an abstraction mechanism is studied here, although the results are used to prove properties of recursive programs as well.
Apart from making recursion possible, the procedure mechanism, as we define it, does not introduce a new semantic concept. It allows one to define arbitrary primitives whose semantics, unlike those of usual primitives, are only partial functions. More precisely, the "procedure declaration" mechanism makes it possible to construct a program part -the "procedure"-designed for a certain intended net effect: the procedure is designed to establish a certain postcondition, but not to establish any postcondition. The "~procedure call" mechanism allows one to use the procedure as a primitive: one knows only what it does, and not how it does it.
When a procedure is used in a program through a procedure call, the free variables of the procedure declaration (the parameters) have to be associated with some variables of the program by a set of rules called the "parameter mechanism".
Hence there are two main issues with procedures: the partial semantic definition and the parameter mechanism. Although the former is certainly the most important one, it is often obfuscated by the latter because of the large variety of and the idiosyncrasies of parameter mechanisms. We shall restrict ourselves to simple parameter mechanisms: value, result, value/result. (The proof rule applies also to reference parameters. For parameter mechanisms for which the proof rule does not apply, experience convinces one that the proof rule is not to be blamed. ) We use E.W. Dijkstra's guarded command language and predicate transformer semantics [1] (preferably extended with a fixed-point definition for the semantics of the repetition), and a simple ALGOL-60 block structure. We are thus interested in total correctness properties of programs, and we allow boundedly non-deterministic programs. We draw heavily on the notation and results from the "theory of predicate transformers" recently developed by Dijkstra and C.S. Scholten (see, for instance, [2] and [4] ).
We first briefly recapitulate the relevant properties of predicate transformers. We introduce the proof rule for a simple parameter mechanism. We then extend it to include global variables and to deal with recursive procedures. Finally, we show how the partial-specification problem can be solved in the general case.
Definitions and Basic Concepts

Block Structure
Program variables declared in a block embracing a program part S are global variables of S. Program variables declared in a block included in S are local variables of S. For example, in the block begin "declare x, y'; S end x and y are global to S. In the program part S: $1; begin "declare z"; $2 end; $3 z is local to S.
The global variables of a program (part) S are viewed as coordinates of a Cartesian space: the state space -say, 5 p-of S. For a predicate P associated with S, the universal quantification of P over all points of 5 e is denoted [P]~j, or simply [P] when there is no ambiguity about the state space involved.
Predicate Transformers
The semantics of programming language constructs and the net effect of programs are defined in terms of the "predicate transformers" wp ("weakest precondition") and wlp ("weakest liberal precondition").
For a given program S and a postcondition R the operational interpretation of wp(S,R) is the weakest condition on the initial state such that execution of S is guaranteed to terminate in a state where R holds; wlp (S, R) (For deterministic S, the implication can be replaced by equality.)
Property 5 (monotonicity).
For any P and Q: We consider solved the problem of binding the identifiers a, b, c of the arguments to a particular declaration in the (static or dynamic) scope of the procedure call. We assume that the arguments are uniquely defined upon procedure call. And we allow no side effect in the evaluation of expressions, which are assumed to be everywhere defined.
Procedures
Semantic Definition of the Procedure Call
The notation p u denotes the predicate derived from P by substituting 1 for all free occurrences of u. If u and l are (necessarily matching) multiple variables, a "simultaneous" substitution of elementary l's for elementary u's is performed. If all u's are different, the substitution is unique. For the case one would allow identical elementary u's, the substitution rule for multiple assignment proposed by D. Gries and G. Levin in [5] should be used.
From (1) we deduce the general semantic definition of the procedure call
(Observe that since the term at the right-hand side of the equality is independent of x, y and z, (2) is only significant if Q is independent of x, y and z.) Since all parameters are different by definition, the outermost substitution in (2) is unique. A priori, several input-output or output arguments can be identical, but this is a purely pathological case. We shall assume in the sequel that all input-output and output arguments are different. Hence the inner substitution in (2) is also unique.
Specification of the Procedure Declaration
Definition (2) gives the semantics of the procedure call as a general predicate transformer, but this defeats the purpose of the procedure as an abstraction mechanism since for each procedure call one needs to use the body S. Let E be a predicate independent of x, y and z. In order for a "user" of the procedure to determine
for the call p(a,b, c), without using (2), the "designer" of the procedure must provide some information about the semantics of S, called the specification of the procedure. We shall first consider the simplest form of specification: a pair of predicates U and V satisfying
(For formulae like (3), we will also use the equivalent "Hoare triple" notation { U} S { V}.)
By definition, V is a function of x, y, z, and U is a function of x and y only since wp(S, V) is independent of z.
But specification (3) We must therefore add to specification (3) information about how S "distorts" x. Without loss of generality, we can impose that S be transparent to the input parameters. Let E' be the predicate Ey.~. We would like to investigate under which con-
Definition. S is transparent to the variable x
In general, (7) does not hold. Hence, we look for a predicate A, the adaptation,
In view of our intention to apply the wp(S, ...)-transformation to (8), we require that A be independent of y and z, since V is the only predicate in y and z for which a U such that U=~wp(S,V) is known, and from (6) we know that wlp(S, A) = A.
Assume such an A has been found. Then 2) The "closer" E' is to V the weaker the adaptation can be. If [V~E'], the adaptation is true. It may also happen that V and E' are so different that the weakest adaptation is false. It does not mean, however, that wp(p(a, b, c), E) =false; it is just impossible to derive it from the given specification.
3) In many cases, the adaptation need not be the weakest solution of (9) . A stronger predicate may be easier to establish and sufficient for the particular case.
4) In many cases, A will be just a relation between the different constants of V and E' -see Example 4.3.
Examples
In all the examples, the procedure bodies are obviously transparent. All parameters are of type integer.
Procedure declaration and specification:
procincl(x?,y!); {true} y:=x+ 1 {y=x+ 1}.
Establish {pre} incl(a,a) {a=aO+l}, as weak as possible, for a free constant aO. The I owe this example to David Gries [7] , who uses it to demonstrate the inconsistency of a number of procedure-call proof rules. The Euclid proof rule [9] , for example, gives pre = true! The weakest A independent of y that satisfies
The proof rule gives the precondition which is
Remark. Which global variables should appear in the procedure heading cannot always be decided by a simple inspection of the program text of the body. When a global variable is of a structured type -array, list, etc...-, whether the whole structured variable or only some components should be declared depends on how the net effect of the body on the variable is specified.
Proof Rule for Recursive Procedures
Consider a recursive procedure "rec" for which we want to prove that the specification sP: {vIS{V} holds for the body S. Since S contains at least one call of rec, this obviously calls for mathematical induction.
From the input parameters, and possibly some constants, of S, we construct a well-founded set K, i.e. a set with a partial order relation (>), such that any descending chain kO> kl > ... is of finite length. Then 
holds [3] . (SP(k) means "SP considered as a predicate in k'.) Hence, in order to prove that the specification SP holds, we can prove the right hand side of (11). We partition the proof in two:
I) The "base step": Prove SP(km) for any minimal element km of K. II) The "induction step": Prove that if SP(v) holds for all v<k, for an arbitrary k, then SP(v) holds for v=k. For this part of the proof, we have to determine (at least once) {pre} rec {E} for a certain postcondition E. (The wellfounded set has been chosen in such a way that that is not necessary for the base step.)
Applying the proof rule, we have to determine an A independent of y, z and the input-output global variables such that
where ~' is the state space of the instance S' of the body inside rec. But in order to apply the wp(S',...)-transformation to the above relation, we must assume that v < k holds for S'. Hence the above relation has to be extended as:
(The state space of the call rec is the state space .N of the including body S.) This minor extension of the proof rule makes it possible to prove specifications of recursive procedures.
Example
(The example chosen, J. McCarthy's "91-function", is quite artificial, and the proof rule is applied in quite a "brute-force" way. It presents the advantage of being far from trivial, but has a simple program and parameter structure. 
For x> 100, (14) obviously holds. We shall prove that if (14) holds for x>k, it holds for x=k. In order to evaluate {pre}T{y=91}, we first evaluate {pre} p(y',y){y=91}. The adaptation A must be such that
(The same indentifier y is used for the argument and parameter.) This gives for A: x< 101. The proof rule now gives the precondition:
(k<y'< 101).
The second step is to determine pre satisfying {pre} p(x + 11, y') {k < y' < 101}.
The adaptation A such that
The proof rule gives the precondition
which is, after simplification (k<x+l A 89<x< 100) v(k<91 Ak--ll <x<89).
On the other hand 
Hence, x=k~(x>lOOvwp(T,y=91)). []
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General Solution of the Partial Specification Problem
For a given program part S, a non-empty set V of predicates is given such that for each X in V, a predicate Y satisfying {Y} S {X} is known. The predicate false belongs to V because of property 0, and we assume that true always belongs to V. If S is transparent to variable x, V contains all the predicates R in x only, since and thus
[wlp(S, R) = R] [wp(S, R) = wp(S, true)/x R].
(The adaptation A is such a predicate.)
The set V as defined above constitutes the specification of S. For a given Q, we are looking for a P, as weak as possible, such that
For this purpose, we determine the weakest X such that
where V* is constructed as follows:
Theorem. There exists a weakest X satisfying (17). []
Proof It suffices to prove that for any bag B of solutions of (17), (3X: X~B: X) is a solution of (17). Hence, we have determined a P satisfying (16).
(Most of the above is due to C.S. Scholten [10] .)
Concluding Remarks
The transparency requirement for the procedure body can be removed. If one adds to the specification of the body some extra information on how the body "distorts" the input parameters -by computing wlp(S, x=X) for input parameters x and free constants X-, the extended proof rule for the case the adaptation A is transformed by the body is of the form (A'A U),~ ' with
A'~ wlp(S, A).
The proof rule can also be easily extended to procedures with reference parameters and to functions, as done in [6] . We can prove that reference parameters are equivalent to input-output parameters provided that all reference arguments are different from each other and from other arguments and global variables. With these restrictions the rule can be applied to reference parameters as if they were input-output parameters. And it is easy to transform functions into procedures as we have done for the 91-function.
Hence, the proof rule proposed is quite general, since it allows unrestricted use of input and output parameters with or without global variables in the body. (In particular, unlike with all other proof rules the author knows of, global variables may occur as output or input-output arguments.) It allows a restricted form of reference parameters, and it deals with recursive procedures and functions.
The most closely related work is C.A.R. Hoare's adaptation rule as proposed in [8] , and later extended by D. Gries in [5] and [6] . Translated into our framework, the Hoare-Gries rule consists in taking as adaptation A the predicate [V~E']. But, as we have seen, this predicate is not always true. Our rule is more general and simpler to apply.
Observe that the only postulate in this paper is (2), which gives the general semantic definition of the procedure call. The proof rule itself is proved to be valid. Since (2) is based on the substitution rule for the assignment statement, the inclusion of our proof rule in a logical system already containing assignments (or other implementations of the substitution rule) does not add new issues concerning the logical soundness of the system.
